
No. Action Description Action Pts.

1
Ping-pong ball is dropped into device, landing on a lever, causing a 

golf ball to move and roll onto a microswitch.
Start Action 100

2
The microswitch turns on an infrared transmitter; the receiver turns 

on a thermoelectric cooler.
4.b.v. 50

3
The thermoelectric cooler cools a bimetallic strip, which bends as a 

result of the reduction in temperature.
4.b.ii. 50

4

Bimetallic strip bends and touches an electrical contact, completing 

the circuit to a nichrome wire. The nichrome wire heats up and 

breaks a string, allowing a mass to drop.

4.b.xi. 50

5

Mass falls, pulling another string wrapped around a screw, causing 

the screw to turn, moving a nut along the length of the screw. The 

nut pushes a mass into a hole.

4.b.ix. 50

6 The mass drops on the plunger of a syringe filled with vinegar. -

7

Vinegar is injected into a flask, reacts with baking soda; the gas 

from the reaction inflates a balloon. The balloon knocks a mass off 

a ledge.

4.b.i., Timer 50

8

Mass falls on a 1st class lever, which actuates a 3rd class lever, 

which actuates a 2nd class lever, which launches a US quarter out 

of the device.

4.b.viii. 50

9
US quarter falls back into the device and lands tails up on top of 

two electrical contacts, turning on a motor.
4.b.x. 50

10 Motor winds a winch, raising platform with battery on it. Final Action 250

***** This section should be deleted prior to printing for a competition *****

1. Do not list bonus points for timing.

2. Repeat unique actions only receive points the first time they are successful.

3. All actions (scorable and non-scorable) inside your device must be numbered on the ASL and labelled 

correspondingly inside the device.

4. The “Action” column should match their corresponding rule number.

5. Make sure you have 2 copies of this ASL with you to bring to the tournament.


